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Chapter 61
“What kind of medicine is this?”
Zhou Qin asked curiously.
Yue Feng originally wanted to say that this is called the Immortal Pill, but then he
thought about it, it was the first time that he practiced this thing, and he didn’t know if it
was really effective, so he casually said: “I don’t know either, it’s a friend of mine. Give it
to me.”
Zhou Qin was speechless.
You don’t know what it is, just let me eat it?
However, despite some doubts, Zhou Qin took it and stuffed it into his mouth.
Yue Feng looked at her closely, with a hint of anticipation in his eyes.
A minute later, Yue Feng asked, “How is it?”
Zhou Qin shook his head: “I don’t feel at all.”
Nima…
Yue Feng cursed secretly.
What magical pills can help cultivators break through bottlenecks, all special codes are
deceiving.
Seeing the embarrassment on Yue Feng’s face, Zhou Qin didn’t take it to heart, but still
told Yue Feng: “Fortunately, I have a strong physique, if someone else eats it, I’m afraid
they will get sick, so don’t send these messy things in the future. We’re dead .”
After saying this, the police called and Zhou Qin was about to go out.
Yue Feng couldn’t stay here either, so he said goodbye to Zhou Qin.
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Just after driving out of the community, Liu Xuan suddenly called.
“Where are you?” After the call, Liu Xuan’s tone was very panicked and anxious:
“Something happened at home.”

“What’s wrong?” Yue Feng asked with a move in his heart.
“My dad’s overseas friend Tony suddenly disappeared. My dad took the family’s money,
all of it… Forget it, I won’t tell you.” Before she finished speaking, Liu Xuan hung up the
phone irritably.
Liu Xuan herself didn’t understand why she was calling Yue Feng.
Although he has recently found a job and is more motivated than before, how can he
help with such a big thing?
Shaking her head, Liu Xuan immediately rushed to the Liu family villa.
Yue Feng was hung up by Liu Xuan, and he didn’t care at all, but shook his head and
smiled.
Immediately, he thought of Liu Wensheng and used the Liu family’s money for
investment.
That Tony, obviously unreliable, must be a scam.
It’s just that everyone in the Liu family fell into the eyes of money, and now it’s time for
them to suffer.
But… Liu Xuan is Liu Wensheng’s daughter, and she will definitely be implicated at that
time.
call!
Thinking about it, Yue Feng took a deep breath.
Forget it, after all it’s a couple, I’ll help you once.
After making up his mind, Yue Feng opened the phone book and dialed a number.
“Mr. Yue.”
After receiving the call, the other party’s tone was extremely respectful.
“Xiao Kai, there is something I need you to do for me.” Yue Feng said lightly.
Xiaokai, whose full name is Peng Kai, is the executive president of Shenglong
Technology. On the surface, he is the boss, but the real boss is actually Yue Feng.
Five years ago, Yuefeng invested in the establishment of Shenglong Technology and
handed over everything to Peng Kai to operate.

In five years, Shenglong Technology has gradually expanded from a small company to
one of the leading enterprises in the industry.
Of course, many of these people don’t know, including the Yue family.
“Mr. Yue, please tell me.” Peng Kai responded unexpectedly.
Like Xiang Riyue and Li Heihu, Chen Kai had nothing at the time. If it wasn’t for Yue
Fenghui’s eyesight, he would still be a small employee in a small company.
Yue Feng sighed softly: “You can arrange it immediately and send someone to Liu’s
house in Donghai City…” A
few minutes later, after quietly listening to Yue Feng’s instructions, on the other end of
the phone, Peng Kai nodded: “I understand. Now, Mr. Yue, I’ll do it right away.”
….
Liu Family Villa.
At this time, the entire Liu family would gather in the hall of the villa, completely in a
mess. The old grandmother sat there with a gloomy expression on her face.
Liu Wensheng stood there, his face full of shame and embarrassment.
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everyone in the Liu family surrounded Liu Wensheng as if they were fighting prisoners,
denounced the deduction.
“Liu Wensheng, it’s all because of you!”
“You swore before that you could make money, but what happened?”
“I knew that what you said about Tony was unreliable, and sure enough…”
“Anyway, you today Be sure to give us an explanation.” The
more they talked, the more angry they became, their eyes spitting fire, and they almost
wanted to eat Liu Wensheng.
“Don’t worry, there must be a solution to this matter.” Liu Xuan, who was standing by
the side, spoke anxiously.
Can you be in a hurry now? The huge Liu family is about to go bankrupt because of his
father!

Shen Man also said quickly: “Yes, we are all a family, don’t be so excited yet.”
However, the people around them didn’t pay attention to their mother and daughter at
all. At this time, the grandmother looked at Liu Wensheng with great disappointment: ”
Wensheng
, you have disappointed me so much, tell me, what should I do about this?”
I didn’t expect things to turn out like this, that Tony disappeared when he said he was
missing, and I’m trying my best to find him.” “Liu Wensheng, why do I feel that all this
is like a trap you set up on purpose?”
At that time, no one in the crowd said a word.
One stone stirred up a thousand waves, and immediately, everyone else agreed and
shouted.
“Yes, you must have partnered with that Tony and cheated us of our money.”
“Come on, where is that Tony?”
“It’s very similar, Liu Wensheng…”
Liu Wensheng was sobbing and he was about to cry: “I really don’t know where Tony is,
I’m also a victim, besides, how could I join outsiders and lie to my family. What?”
However, everyone didn’t buy it, and they became more and more excited as they
talked, almost ready to act.
At this moment, a voice remembered, with a bit of panic: “Grandma, it’s not good, Bai
Yiyun, the head of the Bai family, is here, as well as other customers who cooperate
with us.
” A few people walked in.
The leader is Bai Yiyun, the leader of the Bai family.
“Grandma, I think it’s necessary to suspend the project that the two of us just
collaborated on.” Bai Yiyun walked over, looked at the grandma, and said straight to the
point.
The grandma’s face stiffened: “Patriarch Bai, why did you suddenly stop cooperating?”
At this time, Guo Jing, the CEO of Dading Group, came out with a teasing smile on his
face: “Grandma, our cooperation has also ended, and , don’t pretend to be confused,

we all got the news that you Yunchu Group, recently, invested all of your funds
overseas, and lost everything.”
After a pause, Guo Jing continued: “Now your company’s funds have been completely
cut off.”
“Yes, your group is about to become an empty shell. What else can you use to
cooperate with us?”
Seeing this situation, the old grandmother trembled and pretended to smile: “Everyone,
please listen to me, the situation of our Yunchu Group is not as serious as you think. It’s
a matter of cooperation…”
Before the grandmother could finish speaking, Bai Yiyun shook his head and
interrupted: “Grandma, you don’t need to explain, we are all not fools, for the sake of
our cooperation in the past, we don’t want the follow-up remuneration for this project.
Now, give us the previous deposit first.”
“Yes, and ours.”
“I don’t want to wait for your Yunchu Group to go bankrupt, and it will be too late to ask
for it again.”
At the same time, Guo Jing and others The partners also spoke one after another, their
tone unquestionable.
This time, everyone in the Liu family stopped doing it.
“Patriarch Bai, you are going to fall into trouble like this.”
“Yeah, how can you do this?”
“Before when our Yunchu Group was good, you all took the initiative to come and
cooperate. Now that we are in trouble, you will come to collect debts. It’s just a villain’s
behavior…”
Facing the accusations of the Liu family, Bai Yiyun, Guo Jing and others were not to be
outdone, and for a while, the two sides quarreled in the villa hall.
The grandmother almost fainted from anger, and finally slapped the table: “Okay, stop
arguing.”
When everyone on both sides quieted down, the grandmother took a deep breath,
looked at Bai Yiyun, and said sincerely: “Patriarch Bai “Mr. Guo, since I’ve reached this
point, I can’t say anything, as soon as I’m old, just treat me as a face, how about a few
days of grace?”

Bai Yiyun and Guo Jing looked at each other, and then , Bai Yiyun nodded and said,
“Okay then, I’ll give you three days. Grandma Liu, you know Li Heihu, Chen Shishi, Wu
Dedao and these people, they must not be bad for our money, right?”
After saying this, Bai Yi Cloud turned and left the hall.
“Yeah, Mr. Bai is right. Grandma, when you celebrate your birthday, those big people
will come to send congratulations, and they will help you. After three days, we won’t get
the money. We will see you in court.” At this time, Guo Jing After saying a word, he left.
Then the other partners also left one after another.
At that moment, the grandmother slumped on the chair, her face ashen.
The debts owed to these customers amount to hundreds of millions. In three days,
where will I collect them? Wu Dedao doesn’t know those people at all! I don’t even know
why they came to give gifts on my birthday!
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grandmother shook her head, what can I do, is God going to destroy the Liu family? !
At this moment, a well-dressed young man with a good temperament walked in slowly.
In an instant, the eyes of everyone in the Liu family converged on the young man.
“You are…” The grandmother frowned, the person in front of her was very unfamiliar,
not like she had worked together before.
Moreover, this temperament….not like ordinary people.
The young man smiled slightly, and nodded to the grandmother very gentlemanly: “My
name is Peng Kai, and I’m the president of Shenglong Technology.”
Wow!
As soon as Peng Kai opened his mouth, the whole audience was shocked.
The old grandmother couldn’t help being moved, she stood up suddenly, and the
corners of her eyes trembled.
Shenglong Technology is a super leader in the field of new media, and according to
outside rumors, Peng Kai, the president of Shenglong Technology, also sees the
beginning and the end of the dragon, and rarely appears in front of the media.

Such a big man actually came to Donghai City? He also took the initiative to come to
the Liu family to visit.
This… what’s the situation? !
Seeing the Liu family’s reaction, Peng Kai laughed. , Liu’s family is in Donghai City, only
a second-rate family. If Mr. Yue Feng hadn’t asked him to come, he would never have
dealt with the Liu family in this life.
“Excuse me, Mr. Peng, what are you doing when you suddenly came to our Liu family?”
At this time, the old grandmother forced a smile on her face and asked in an uneasy
tone.
In the face of the boss of a big company like Peng Kai, even an old grandmother has no
confidence to speak.
The eyes of everyone around the Liu family were also closely watching Peng Kai, each
with a complicated expression, and at the same time they didn’t dare to breathe.
Is this Peng Kai also here to collect debts?
No, its own Yunchu company seems to have never cooperated with Shenglong
Technology.
At this moment, everyone secretly muttered in their hearts.
Under everyone’s attention, the two men in black behind Peng Kai moved a chair from
the side.
Peng Kai smiled slightly, and after sitting down leisurely, he looked at the grandmother
and said, “Old lady, I am here this time to discuss a cooperation with your Liu family.”
Wow!
Hearing this, everyone around was in an uproar.
Many people were originally nervous, but at this time they were secretly relieved, and at
the same time, a trace of uncontrollable excitement appeared on their faces.
After cooperating with Shenglong Technology, the Liu family’s current difficulties can be
easily overcome.
The grandmother was also extremely excited, and said excitedly: “I don’t know Mr.
Peng, how do you want to cooperate?”

Peng Kai smiled again, and said slowly: “Cooperation is very simple, I know that your
Liu family’s capital chain is now completely broken, so I brought a billion.” A
billion?
Seeing Peng Kai’s relaxed tone, many people around were shocked again.
Sure enough, it is rich and powerful, and it is one billion in a random shot.
What is the total assets of your Liu family’s Yunchu company?
In shock, many people looked at Peng Kai’s eyes and immediately became hot.
With these one billion yuan, the debts of Bai Yiyun and Guo Jing can be easily repaid,
and Yunchu Company can also expand its scale.
Just now, Bai Yiyun’s gang fell into the hole, and they never thought that our Liu family
would go back to the salted fish and turn over, and let’s jump into the dragon gate.
The grandmother was also excited.
However, at this time, Peng Kai’s next sentence directly brought everyone back to
reality.
“These one billion yuan will all be used by your Liu family to get through the current
difficulties, but there is a condition.” Peng Kai said with a smile.
The grandmother didn’t think much about it: “What are the conditions, Mr. Peng, please
tell me.”
“I want 51% of all the properties under the Liu family.” Peng Kai said word by word.
What?
The grandmother’s smile froze on her face.
Everyone in the Liu family stayed for a while.
Fifty-one percent of the shares… This is equivalent to selling all decision-making power
to Peng Kai.
In other words, in the future, the Liu family enterprise seems to be still in the hands of
the Liu family, but it is Peng Kai who really controls the lifeblood.
This… is no longer a fall in the hole, but a robbery.

However, this Peng Kai is also very courageous, and it is one billion in one shot.
For a while, the entire hall of the villa was deadly silent, almost audible for needles
falling.
“Mr. Peng… This, this condition is really a bit…” At this time, the old grandmother
reacted and spoke in a difficult tone.
Peng Kai shook his head with the same expression on his face, and said lightly: “Old
lady, you know the current situation of your Liu family better than I do.”
After speaking, Peng Kai looked around and continued: “I think, except me, no one can
look at it. I will help you get through this difficult time, so think about it carefully, and to
be honest, I have no friendship with your Liu family, and if it wasn’t for Mr. Yue’s sake, I
wouldn’t come here in person.”
Mr. Yue?
Hearing Peng Kai’s words, everyone in the Liu family was shocked, and at the same
time they all frowned and thought deeply.
This is Mr. Yue again.
Who is this Mr. Yue?
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grandmother couldn’t sit still, and asked with a moved expression: “Mr. Peng, may I ask
this Mr. Yue…” Before the
grandmother could finish speaking, Peng Kai shook his head and interrupted: “Old lady,
you should think about the things in front of you first. Well, my time is precious, I’ll give
you five minutes at most.” The
grandmother stopped talking.
The current situation facing the Liu family is completely exhausted. Without this money,
the Liu family would be over.
Although the conditions he proposed were a bit unacceptable, at least it gave the Liu
family a chance to breathe.
Moreover, after cooperating with Shenglong Technology, the future prospects of Liujia
enterprises are also inestimable.

After some entanglement, the old grandmother let out a long sigh of relief and nodded
to Peng Kai: “Okay, I agree.”
“Grandma, this can’t be agreed.”
“Yeah, if you agree, in the future, we Liu family people, In Yunchu Company, I have no
right to speak.”
“Grandma…”
At this moment, everyone in the Liu family started to speak, each with an extremely
anxious expression.
Although the cooperation of Shenglong Technology is beneficial to the development of
the Liu family enterprise, without more than half of the shares, everyone in the Liu family
is equivalent to working for Peng Kai.
“Enough, shut up!” The old grandmother stood up with a cold face, stood up and
shouted angrily: “This matter is settled like this, don’t talk about it.”
Seeing the old grandmother’s anger, everyone in the Liu family immediately shut up, no
one I dare not speak out against it.
Peng Kai smiled slightly and transferred the money.
Half an hour later, Peng Kai called Yue Feng in a luxury car outside the Liu family villa.
“Mr. Yue, the Liu family’s affairs are done!” After connecting, Peng Kai said respectfully.
“Very good! There is nothing else to do, Xiaokai, you can do your own thing.”
“Okay.” On the other
side of the phone, Yue Feng was in the office of Ziyu Company, flipping through the “Yin
Yang Feng Shui” in his hand, when he heard Peng Kai’s report showed a satisfied smile
on his face.
After hanging up the phone, Yue Feng continued to read.
I have to say that this “Yin Yang Feng Shui Art” is so interesting that it completely
attracted Yue Feng.
As for the book “Wu Ji Dan Shu”, Yue Feng was really speechless. Zhou Qin actually
said that the magic pill he practiced by himself was useless. From this, it can be seen
that this Wuji Danshu is purely deceptive.

It was at this moment that the phone rang suddenly. It was Zhou Qin who called.
“Yue Feng, what’s the name of the medicinal pill you gave me? I broke through
successfully, and now I’m a warrior!” After the connection was made, before Yue Feng
could speak, Zhou Qin couldn’t wait to speak, with an extremely excited tone. and
excited.
Did it work?
Yue Feng was stunned, and then cheered up.
Haha… It seems that this “Wujie Danshu” is not a nonsense or a lie, but the truth.
Excited in his heart, Yue Feng tried his best to calm himself down and said to Zhou Qin,
“That, my friend gave it to me, and I don’t know what it’s called.”
“Oh!” Zhou Qin heard Yue Feng’s answer. I was a little disappointed, but I still said:
“Then you must ask that friend when you meet that friend in the future. Also, if he still
has that kind of medicine pill, please help me to ask for a few more, can you?
” In the end, Zhou Qin’s tone was obviously a little pleading.
Holy crap, do you think it’s chocolate? How much do you want?
Yue Feng smiled secretly, but still agreed. Since this Immortal Pill is so effective, take
advantage of the free time to refine a few more pills. Anyway, the materials for alchemy
can be seen on a daily basis. There is as much as this elixir wants. Ha ha!
In the afternoon, Yue Feng bought a clay pot and all the materials needed for the
Immortal Pill, and returned to the company in a hurry.
When I entered the office, I happened to see Han Yue who came in to report on work.
Seeing that Yue Feng was sweating profusely
and carrying a large and small bag of things in his hand, Han Yue was stunned:
“President, what are you doing?”
clay pot.
Yue Feng said casually: “It’s nothing, it’s a little uncomfortable these two days, so I’ll
buy some traditional Chinese medicine and boil it.”
Han Yue snorted, and then said: “Then I’ll help the president to boil the medicine.”
Yue Feng shook his head: “No need, I’ll do it myself, by the way, don’t come in to
disturb me if I have nothing important for a while.”

“Understood, President!” Han Yue responded, put the report on the table, turned around
and walked out of the office.
When walking out of the office, Han Yue couldn’t help muttering in her heart.
What kind of disease does the president have? Do you need a cactus to make
medicine?
After Han Yue left, Yue Feng began to refine the elixir.
This time, there were a lot of materials to prepare. After half an hour, Yue Feng
successfully refined two Immortal Pills.
It was at this time that the phone rang. It was Yue Tianlong, the head of the Yue family.
Since the last time he took the money and helped the family to tide over the difficulties,
Yue Tianlong hadn’t called himself.
Yue Feng sat on the boss’s chair, slowly lit a cigarette, and then answered the phone:
“Uncle, what ‘s the matter this time?”
This is the usual attitude of the Yue family towards him, and Yue Feng is too lazy to
care about it.
“Xiaofeng, this time is a good thing!” Yue Tianlong laughed and said.
good thing?
What can you do for me.
Yue Feng muttered secretly.
Chapter 65
Yue Tianlong smiled and said, “Your brother Wang Yan is getting married tomorrow. I’m
here to inform you that I’m coming to the wedding tomorrow.”
What?
Hearing this, Yue Feng was surprised and happy, and almost jumped up from his chair.
“Okay, I’ll be there early tomorrow.”
Immediately, Yue Feng responded and hung up the phone. Indescribably happy.
Yes, this is indeed a good thing, not only a good thing, but also a big happy thing.

Wang Yan, two years younger than Yue Feng, is Yue Feng’s younger brother.
Yue Feng has no blood relationship with him. He grew up in Yue’s family and was Yue
Tianlong’s godson. It can be said that in the entire Yue family, the one who is closest to
Yue Feng is Wang Yan.
Back then, when Yue Feng was expelled from the family, Wang Yan, who was still in
college, rushed home from school that night to support Yue Feng.
It’s just that Wang Yan, as an adopted son, doesn’t have much say in the Yue family, so
no one listens to his words.
But this matter, Yue Feng has always kept in mind.
So this wedding, you have to go no matter what, and you have to prepare a big gift.
Early the next morning, Yue Feng drove back to Yue’s house.
In order to attend Yue Feng’s wedding, last night, Yue Feng specially made a suit and
asked Han Yue to prepare a gift.
At this time, Yue Feng was refreshed, and the joy in his heart was even happier than his
own marriage.
East Sea Coast Villa.
A lot of luxury cars have been parked outside the villa, and the villa is full of lights, which
is very festive and lively.
Wang Yan’s wedding was held in a very beautiful manner, and almost all the prominent
figures in Donghai City were invited.
The people who come and go here are all in suits and leather shoes, with gifts in their
hands: blue-and-white porcelain carved with dragons, gold-inlaid bowls in the Ming
Dynasty, famous calligraphy and paintings, and some people even brought a thick pile
of cash directly as gifts.
At this time, Wang Yan, dressed in a groom’s outfit, was welcoming the guests at the
gate of the villa with his bride Zhang Jiajia.
“
Second brother!” As soon as he saw Yue Feng getting out of the car, Wang Yan’s face
was happy, and then he ran over to hug Yue Feng.

“Jiajia, this is the second brother Yue Feng that I have been telling you, call the second
brother quickly.”
“Hello second brother!” Zhang Jiajia greeted her politely with a smile on her face.
Yue Feng nodded, looked at Wang Yan, and then looked at Zhang Jiajia.
I haven’t seen each other for a long time. Wang Yan is getting more and more
handsome as he grows. Although it is the first time for his younger brother and sister
Zhang Jiajia, it can be seen that she is gentle and virtuous.
“Xiaoyan, you have grown up.” Yue Feng patted his shoulder, his eyes turning a little
red. Really watched this kid grow up. Now that he is married, time is so fast.
“This is my gift.” Yue Feng laughed and handed the gift over.
The hall was already full of people. The patriarch Yue Tianlong was wearing a dress
and was chatting with the guests with a smile.
Standing next to Yue Feng’s sister-in-law, Chen Yun, and his eldest brother, Yue Chen,
both of them were also dressed in costumes.
Seeing Yue Feng coming in, Yue Tianlong came over and greeted with a smile:
“Xiaofeng is here.”
Yue Feng nodded, and just as he was about to speak, a strange exclamation of yin and
yang came from the side.
“Oh, isn’t this the son-in-law of the Liu family?”
This voice was his sister-in-law Chen Yun.
At this time, she was wearing a pair of black tights, and her sexy figure was perfectly
outlined.
Hahaha!
Hearing the words “son-in-law”, many people around held back their laughter and
secretly aimed at Yue Feng. For a time, many people’s eyes were cast over.
Yue Feng frowned secretly.
Although her sister-in-law Chen Yun is beautiful, she is very mean. When she was still
in the Yue family, she often found various reasons to criticize herself, saying that her
ability was not as good as her elder brother Yue Chen, and she was not fit to manage

the family company or something. When he was expelled from the family, it was
because Chen Yun fanned the flames.
Looking at the people around him and pointing at himself, Yue Feng smiled lightly.
Not to mention Chen Yun.
Yue Feng’s attitude made Chen Yun frown and said contemptuously, “Tsk tsk, when I
was kicked out of the family, I was like a bereaved dog, and even went to Liu’s house to
be a son-in-law, but now I come back like a dog. Now, do you think you are a
character?” The
words were contemptuous, as mean as they could be.
Yue Tianlong came over, frowned, and whispered to Chen Yun: “At the wedding
banquet, don’t say a few words.”
Wang Yan couldn’t stand it anymore, and stepped forward: “Sister-in-law, how can you
say that? What about brother? Back then, the second brother was expelled from the
family because he bought the shares of the oil company. Facts have proved that the
second brother’s decision was right at the beginning, and now the oil shares have
multiplied by many times…”
Chen Yun pouted . , said with a sneer: “That’s because he had a bad luck.”
Everyone around also snickered.
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